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Figure 1: (a)Input facial motion (slapping). (b)Visualization of the errors between the original face and the tracked face. (c)Transition of the
mean errors in the minimization process. (d)Initial (left) and transferred face (right) from the slapping motion.

Abstract

We propose a key point detection and refinement method for a facial
motion tracking and transfer. Since key-point-based approaches for
representing facial expressions usually deform faces by interpolat-
ing movements of the key points, the approaches cause errors be-
tween the deformed face and the original one. To solve this prob-
lem, our method tracks non-rigid deformations of surfaces to de-
tects additional key points for minimizing the errors.
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1 Introduction

By the development of scanning and tracking methods of a facial
motions, a face model consists of more than 100,000 points. On
the other hand, key point based approaches such as ”face rigging”
are still useful ways to create and edit facial animations. Even if a
facial tracking method gives us all point-to-point correspondences,
an optimal set of key points is needed for such kind of applica-
tions. Therefore, the set of key points which efficiently represents
the motion of a face is needed. Moreover, to create a motion of ”an
artificial face” such as animal characters, virtual humans and etc.
in CG animations, facial transfer(cloning) methods are needed. We
think a detection method of the optimal set of key points between a
face to another face can be a solution for the facial transfer.

2 Facial tracking

The key idea of our facial tracking method is that it detects
the deformation Dt(F t) ' F 0 and the inverse deformation
Dt−1

(F 0) ' F t (F t is a shape of tth frame in a facial motion).
We utilize a deformation method based on a Radial Basis Func-
tion [Sumner et al. 2007]. If the difference between Dt(F t) and
F 0 can be minimized, the deformation Dt−1 represents the defor-
mations from the F 0 to the closest shape of F t. The detection
process of the key points is as follows: (1)Calculating a temporal
Dt−1 by using temporal key points given by a landmark detection
method[Cao et al. 2012]. (2)Sampling the candidates of key points
randomly form F 0. (3)To evaluate the importance of the candi-
dates, our method calculates a correlation coefficient between a key
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point and a motion of a neighboring area in Dt−1
(F 0) as a degree

of representation of the motion. If the value of the correlation coef-
ficient of a point is below the average value of all sampled points,
the point is rejected from the candidates. (4)Even though the defor-
mation Dt−1 contains errors, the each position of the key points in
each frame is close to its true position. Then, our method detects
the true positions of the key points by using the Non-Rigid Reg-
istration method proposed by Jian et. al.[Jian and Vemuri 2011].
(5)Returning to the process (2) till the ratio of error decreases to
less than 1%. By using this recursive process, it can minimize the
error between Dt−1

(F 0) and F t.

3 Facial transfer
The key idea of a facial transfer method is how to interpolate
the difference between a source face and a target one. Our fa-
cial tracking method deforms 3D space around a face based on
the transitions of key points. This method can be a solution to
represent a transfer between two faces. The process of a pro-
posed facial transfer method is as follows: (1)Creating deforma-
tions Dt

fit(F
t) ' T 0 from a source motion of a face F t to a tar-

get one T 0. (2)Using the key point sampler described in section
2 to define correspondences between Dt

fit(F
t) and T 0. (3)By us-

ing the distance from the source face to the deformed source face
Dif t = ||Dt

fit(F
t) − F t||, calculating a deformation for facial

transfer Dt
trns(T

0) ' Dt
fit(F

t) +Dif t.

4 Results
Figure (b) and (c) shows the error between the input motion and
tracking results. In these results, the mean error between the input
faces and tracked faces is less than 1.5mm in the facial motion.
However, the result (b) shows that the errors are still remaining
around the area where the hand touches the face. Figure 1 (d) and
(e) show the transfered shapes of the face. These results show that
the movements of the mouth and cheeks can be transferred.
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